
 

Meet the Inventor:  

How TAVI Was Born 

While listening to Julio Palmaz speak at a conference in Scottsdale, Arizona in 

February 1989, Henning Rud Andersen was inspired to concept implanting 

heart valves percutaneously. Within 3 months,  Dr. Andersen made and  

implanted the first transcatheter heart valve in an animal model. Today, TAVI 

is the main treatment of severe aortic stenosis in many parts of the world. 

Join Drs. Mohamad Alkhouli and David R. Holmes for a conversation with Dr. 

Andersen about his extraordinary journey with TAVI. 
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Mohamad Alkhouli, MD, FACC is an interventional cardiologist and a professor of medicine at 

Mayo Clinic, Rochester, Minnesota. Dr. Alkhouli serves as the innovation and research chair in 

the division of interventional cardiology at Mayo Clinic. He is currently a member of the ACC-MN 

Board of Councilors, and an associate editor for JACC Cardiovascular Interventions. 

Henning Rud Andersen, MD is the pioneer of transcatheter aortic valve implantation (TAVI). Dr. 

Andersen has served as a chief physician at the Department of Cardiology at Aarhus University 

Hospital. Dr. Andersen was involved in numerous research projects and is supervising for  

trainees and PhD students and is the recipient of the prestigious Hartmann Award for his  

contribution to Danish heart research. 

David R. Holmes, Jr., MD is the Scripps Professor in Cardiovascular Medicine at the Mayo Clinic 

in Rochester. Dr. Holmes has been a practicing interventionalist for over 40 years and has  

directed the Catheterization Laboratory at Mayo Clinic from 1984 to 2003. Dr. Holmes is also a 

past president of SCAI and the ACC and is considered among the top published and cited  

researchers in the field. 
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